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PART ONE : READING FOR COMPREHENSION                                                                    

                        Read the text below and do all the activities that followed            

Dear Friend, 

How are you ? I Hope you are getting well.The objective of my letter is to tell you about my visit 

in treich fashion shop where i went to buy clothes last saturday. Just when we entered the shop, The 

shopkeeper asked: Can i hep you?.I told him that i was looking for a dress for my sister’s birthday 

day party. She showed us nice dresses in different colours and Size. She entered the fitting room to 

try them. She loved the blue one. I suited  her even if it was a bit loose. I asked : ‹‹How much does 

it cost ? ›› It was not expensive. It costs 12 thousand fr cfa. I was happy to buy the dress for her. 

Their dresses are all half Price for the special days. We will surely come back the next Time.  

I am looking forward to reading you soon.... 

                                                                                                         Yours Michelle Nana 

Text adapted from English for All page 83 

 

I- Comprehension check  (2.5pts) 

A- Read the text and provide short answers to the following questions   

1- What is The text about ? 

2- What is The name of the shop ? 

3- Why did they go to the shop ? 

4- When did they go to the shop ? 

5- How much was the dress ? 

 

B- Read The text again  and Say whether The sentences are true or false. Write your answers 

like in the example (2.5pts) 

      Example :1-True 

1-The text is about clothes and colours 

2-The name of the The shop is seduction shop 

3-The Prices in that shop are Expensive 

4-The girl Friend did not like The dress 

5-The blue dress was so small for her 

 PART TWO:   Language in use (2.5 pts) 

A- Making a comparison of superiority 

         Example : Chocolate is more interesting than Milk 

1- Assieoussou /good / Konan 

2- English / Important / Spanish 
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3- Aids / Bad / Malaria 

4- Eunice zunon  / pretty / miss côte d'ivoire 

5- A cat / small / tiger 

B- The list below is a list of Irregular verbs. Find their past simple, past participle and the 

meaning in french.. Number one is example ( 4pts) 

 Example :   1- To lose -  Lost -  Lost-   perdre 

1-to lose 

2-to seek ……………………………………………     3-to sing………………………………….. 

4- to stand . …………………………………………     5-to swim…………………………………. 

6-to teach ……………………………………………   7-to tear………….………….……………. 

8-To think……………………………………………    9-to win………..………………….……… 

 

C- Fill in the blanks with the appropriate words below to complete the dialogue. write your 

answers like in the example. (2.5pts) 

 

 

Example : 1-help 

1-Shop assistant:  Can i …......   ………  sir? 

2-Patrick:  Yes, i am ..............a present for my mother 

3-Shop assistant: What does she............? 

4-Patrick:  She likes carves and nice jewels 

5-Shop assistant : The blue one will …….....her 

6-Patrick :................do they cost? 

7-Shop assistant :  5000frs 

 

PART THREE:  Writing  (6pts) 

During your last birthday party, everybody appreciated  your clothes. Your friend Andrew from 

london wants to know more about your preferences. Write a paragraph about your favourite clothes 

and the favourite clothes of your family members . In your paragraph :  

                        -Write your name and age 

                        -Mention your favourite clothes 

                        -Indicate the place where you buy clothes 

                        -Mention the prices of your clothes 

                        -What your mother and father  like wearing 

                                                                                                     10 lines maximum 

 

     like -   suit    -   looking for   -   how much -   help  -  you 
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